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Issa Samb (1945 – 2017), untitled, 2010, welded shovels.                                                    Issa Samb—African Culture—Dada Africa

view, RAW Material Company, Zone B, Dakar. 
Photo: Sophie Thun. https://www.artforum.com/news/issa-samb-1945-2017-68124 https://medium.com/@milenaolesinska77/issa-samb-african-culture-dada-africa-15908ab895b3

My aim is to derive an agenda of transcultural education (aims) by the 

reflection on artworks, departing from `othering´ as pedagogical concept. 
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https://www.artforum.com/news/issa-samb-1945-2017-68124


Societies of Today
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Source: Shifting to globalisation 4.0. https://www.centralbanking.com/central-banks/economics/3456156/shifting-to-globalisation-40

In recent decades, the 
ICT revolution, together 
with waves of migration 
and transnational 
communities, have led to 
the rise of multiple and 
hybrid identities and 
practices (cp. Kontopodis
et al. 2017). 



Global Players and Everyday Social Interaction

Modes of communicating norms and values, the experience of familiarity and 

unfamiliarity, and social belonging and exclusion are grasped as being undergoing 

steady change. 

Culture thus does not anymore only refer to static structures, but becomes 

increasingly fractured and contested, leading to diverse forms of heterogeneity and 

`othering´ (Spivak 1983; Eisenstadt 2000; Waldenfels 2011). 

The term `othering´ has been introduced by Gayatri Spivak in 1985 for signifying the 

processes by which an imperial discourse produces its subject others. In my paper, I´ll 

apply this term to the practices of the subordinated. 
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Culture
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1. The way of life (general customs, beliefs, attitudes, morals)   
of a particular group of people;

1. The breeding of particular living
3.   The arts of describing, showing, performing or representing 
4. The ways of working that are typical for an organization
Source: Cambridge Dictionary. https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/culture 

5.    Human intellectual achievement



Transculturality
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Culture is seen as constituted through transformation and as the 
interweaving of different cultural groups, actors and symbolic tools 
(Welsch 1999): 

In the interrelations between human activity and environment, new 
relationships between the cultures develop and this shows in 
judgements, practices, motifs, symbols and styles, art objects and 
everyday design. 

Cultures steadily develop as networks, hereby mostly following the 
principles of intersection and similarity. 

(Bhabha 1983; Eisenstadt 2000; Waldenfels 2011)



Transculturality
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While the governmental dimensions of globalization hardly discusses, we 
are quite aware of the cultural dynamics as involving both, possibilities 
and hindrances for social and personal development. 

I will focus only the latter and, here, on the cultural 
practices in the fields of education, especially in arts 
education. 

One can say that we today face the fact of many states having more or 
less superficially removed only trade barriers, while having partially 
skipped the cultural sectors (Edwards 2006); in the West, we e.g. hardly 
find contemporary art from non-Western cultures. 



Transculturality
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Globalization is still a marginalized topic in pedagogy. However, the need for
transcultural approaches in education is more urgent than ever (Wulf 2010 and
2017).

https://friedrichfroehlich.de/studium/?t=Kinderzeichnung

With the percentage of people with migration background, the global orientation
grows.
-> normative practices
-> curricula - still on only national goals, hardly considering the cultural
experience, knowledge and challenges from foreign milieus.

https://sweden.se/migration/



Anthropological Pedagogy 
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Pedagogy stems from παιδᾰγωγῐ́ᾱ, a synthesis of ἄγω, I lead, and παῖς, child: to lead a 
child.

Personal bonding                                                                                 Personality development
Pedagogy primarily responds to individuals and to their developmental tasks, it involves 
personalization and subjectivation. The teacher facilitates the student´s identification as 
an agent. Helping him/her to see the own potentials and comprehensive possibilities in 
times of political, ecological, social and cultural reorientation. 

www.artnet.com/artists/hugo-siegwart/pestalozzi-denkmal-zürich-LpfEPodUx18ecE_hPd1AIA2
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Pedagogy carries a striking social message: 

“The person should be a construct from the 

middle of the analysis, not a given boundary 

condition.” (White 1992, 196f.) 

How to foster agency in a globalized world?

How can arts education contribute to this?
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Hannah Arendt (1906-1975), in “We refugees” 

(1943), pleads for personal agency:

“Refugees, driven from country to country represent their 
vanguard of their peoples–if they keep their identity” 
(p.119). 

A foreigner demonstrates the daily intertwining and 
meshing of cultures in action beyond national or linguistic 
borders, which is the very precondition for developing 
transcultural competencies (Spindler 1974). 

https://zeitgeistfilms.com/film/vitaactivathespiritofhannaharendt
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Migrants make the “taciturnity of the social” (Hirschauer
2001) speak: reflecting the foreign culture & the majority 
culture, displaying hybrid cultural ideas. 

What they do then is a way of `othering´: 

They `other´ the majority culture, which involves the 
investigation of the normative bases of a society and its 
education. 

The whole classroom may do such `othering´, when taking 
in the perspective of the translocated and foreign other. 

https://zeitgeistfilms.com/film/vitaactivathespiritofhannaharendt



Art Education
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Pictures offer possibilities of expression in nonverbal 
language, and a nonverbal sense- and world-making. 

However, we are used to take out of an imaginary what is 
familiar to us (Lippitz 1999): 

The laws of seeing imply modes of 

organizing things into a hierarchy, of 

ordering them, allocating them to 

one another, regulating and even 

subordinating some of them.

https://museum.classics.cam.ac.uk/collections/casts/grave-stele-dexileos
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Visual products even may include shadowing the hazards of 

culturally, or religiously motivated aniconism (the ban on images), 

and iconoclasm (the destruction of images). 

– as well as they may offer the contrary.



Reflexivity in Art Education
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Into which genres differentiates art in different cultures and milieus? 

Does a concept of art as general term exist, or do genres exist separately? 

What topics do they deal with? Are there any taboos? 

What viewing habits have developed over the course of history? 

Which are the social, magical, religious, decorative, discursive, contemplative functions of images? 

Is there a public discussion about art? If so, in which terms, that is to say which key terms are 
important in a certain discourse, for example about (cultural) inheritance, avant-garde, modernity, 
innovation? 

Which motifs legitimize art – for example, the participation in the sublime, enjoying the beautiful, art 
as the `other´? 

What is the relationship between art and culture? Art and society? 

Art and government? Art and arts education? 

How are children´s paintings valued? Etc. (cp. Wagner 2015, 143) 
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Learning about Artworks 

Such questions provide for transcultural comparison to discuss the

normative bases of artworks and society/education: 

- Visual orders;

- relate esthetic practices, such as irony, persiflage, distance-taking, 
shadowing, putting into visual hierarchy to the normative pattern of 
transcultural education; 

- agency and communication under the condition of cultural heterogeneity; 

- the underlying cultural scientific, culture historic and philosophical 
questions form the very core of anthropological pedagogy. 
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